**Budget gap leaves dome vacant**

Crews work on the new addition to Magnetohall during Truman Week. The new addition includes classrooms and a multimedia center. University advancement, said the University now is at the stage of searching for funds, about $13 million to $15 million, to purchase the necessary equipment for the building.

He said private donations are the most likely source of financing at this point, although it is not the sole option the University is considering. The University previously received a $1.5 million gift from Sen. Kit Bond, but has been disappointed in other areas of the project and does not apply to the multimedia center. McManis said he has fairly optimistic hopes about the completion of the project.

“I hope this will all be funded and we’ll be ready to move into the building this year,” he said.

**The Multimedia Center**

Open Day: Unknown

**A Few Possible Uses:**

- Optical star projector shows optical star projector shows
- Musical performances
- Visual programs

**Scholar searches for home**

Grace Mattie

**Department of Economics**

Although furnishings and first-year students are still moving in, Kirksville was al ready a nice place to be. Twenty years ago, Mark Perry and his family would leave for the day and then they would be surrounded by a coastline of houses. Perry’s aunt said. “After that we went up to Mexico
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